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Abstract. Distant displays such as interactive Public Displays (IPD) or
Interactive Television (ITV) require new interaction techniques as traditional
input devices may be limited or missing in these contexts. Free hand
interaction, as sensed with computer vision techniques, presents a promising
interaction technique. This paper presents the adaptation of three menu
techniques for free hand interaction: Linear menu, Marking menu and FingerCount menu. The first study based on a Wizard-of-OZ protocol focuses on
Finger-Counting postures in front of interactive television and public displays.
It reveals that participants do choose the most efficient gestures neither before
nor after the experiment. Results are used to develop a Finger-Count
recognizer. The second experiment shows that all techniques achieve
satisfactory accuracy. It also shows that Finger-Count requires more mental
demand than other techniques.
Keywords: Finger-Counting, Depth-Camera, Public display, ITV, Menus

1 Introduction
Interaction with distant displays strongly differs from personal
computers and interactive surfaces. Users generally do not have a
mouse and a keyboard, nor can they reach a touchable surface. So, even
common classical operations such as pointing [25], text entry [14] or
command selection may be challenging.
In this article, we focus on command selection on distant displays such
as Interactive television or public displays. In these two contexts, the
number of available commands and services continuously increases;
requiring new menu techniques to present, to organize and to let users
efficiently select commands. In the case of public displays, free hand
menu techniques are relevant as they do not require the user to touch
the screen, which can be dirty. Moreover, it avoids users to make a
detour (to touch the screen) useful in the context of passing-by
scenarios, such as subway stations []. Finally, it does not require the

user to use its mobile phone (it can be slow due to network connection
or reaching the phone from the pocket). In the case of Interactive
television, free-handgestures can be used for casual selection of
frequent commands without reaching (or searching) for the remote
control [8].
Many menu techniques have been specifically designed for personal
computers [1, 15, 26, 29], mobile devices [12, 24] or tabletops [2, 19],
but menu techniques for distant displays have received limited attention
and we are not aware of any comparative studies.
We propose three menu techniques for free hand interaction: Linear
menu, Marking menu and Finger-Count menu. The Linear and Marking
menu have the same behavior to their respective versions on personal
computers or interactive surfaces, the cursor on the distant display is
controlled by moving the hand and command selection is performed by
closing the hand. The Finger-Count menu is an adaptation of the
technique proposed in [2] for multi-touch surfaces. It is a two-handed
and multi-finger interaction technique that allows the user to perform
commands by expressing a pair of digits with fingers “in the air”: the
left hand is used for choosing a category while the right hand is used to
select an item in the corresponding category.
We performed two experimental evaluations. The first one is based on
the Wizard-of-Oz protocol to understand how users perform FingerCount gestures in our free hand scenarios and to develop our FingerCounting recognizer. The second study compares the three free hand
menu techniques in an interactive TV scenario. Results show that all
techniques achieve satisfactory accuracy. It also shows that FingerCount menu requires more mental demand. Our findings are relevant
for the design of free hand menu selection for public displays and
interactive television.

Fig. 1 Marking menus (Left), and Finger-Count menus (Right) on ITV.

2 Related work
Menu Techniques. Linear Menus are widely used for exploring and
selecting commands in interactive applications. Several alternatives
have been proposed for desktops [1, 7, 15, 16, 26 29], mobile devices
[24] and interactive surfaces [2, 19]. Marking menus are certainly one
of the most famous menu techniques. They combine Pie menus [7] and
gestural interaction. In novice mode, the user selects commands in a
circular menu. In expert mode, the menu does not appear and the user
leaves a trail that is recognized and interpreted by the system. Marking
menus are efficient as they favor the transition from novice to expert
usage: users perform the same gesture in both modes [5]. Multi-Stroke
menus [29] consist of an improvement of hierarchical Marking menus
[16]: users perform a series of simple marks rather than a complex
mark. This strategy improves the accuracy and reduces the total of
amount of screen space [29].
Distant displays. Studies on distant displays can be split into two
main categories depending if users can use physical remote controls or
not. Interactive television is a typical case where users manipulate a
physical remote control. However with the increasing number of
services and multimedia data, users are forced to navigate in deep
hierarchies or to manipulate remote controls overcrowded with buttons
[8]. Performing free hand gestures can serve as a complementary
modality for selecting frequent or favorite actions [13, 17]. For
instance, a prototype of Marking menus based on computer visionbased hand gestures has been proposed in [17] to control frequent
actions. However, this technique requires two specific registration
poses, which are not appropriate for novice users. Moreover, this
technique has not been experimentally evaluated. Finally, Microsoft
recently introduced the Kinect, a combination of a RGB and a low-cost
depth camera that enables users to play video games by performing
body gestures in front of their TV.
While some Public Displays are multi-touch (e.g. CityWall [23]), this
solution is not always appropriate as it forces users to stop walking for
interacting. Moreover, some users may refuse to touch the display as it
can be dirty. For these reasons, some projects have investigated
computer vision to enable interaction with Public Displays [5, 21].
These projects however do not focus on menu selection.

Hand Gesture interaction. Several interaction techniques based on
hand gestures have been proposed [4, 27] especially in the context of
virtual environments [10]. However, they generally use expensive and
inconvenient hardware such as gloves that are not compatible with
practical use. Some studies focus on computer vision based gesture
recognition applications in HCI [18, 22]. However they mainly focus
on recognition algorithms [17] and only few interaction techniques
have been implemented for pointing [6, 25], manipulating data [20, 3]
and ever less for command selection.
Multi-Touch Interaction. Multi-touch interaction and free hand
interaction share several similarities as users can use both hands and
several fingers [28]. Several interaction techniques exploit multi-touch
capabilities [2, 19]. For instance, The Multi-Touch Marking menu [19]
is a technique that combines a Marking menu and chording gestures for
selecting commands in a 2-level menu. The Finger-Count menu [2] is a
two-handed and multi-finger technique that only counts the number of
finger on the surface. This technique proved efficient on multi-touch
surfaces [2] can be considered as a good candidate for free hand
interaction, as it does not require distinguishing fingers.
While a variety of menu techniques have been investigated for
conventional interfaces and interactive surfaces, and a few free hand
techniques have been implemented, we are not aware of any
comparative studies comparing free hand menu selection techniques
such as Linear menu, Marking menu and Finger-Count menu.
Table 1: summary of the main properties of each Linear, Marking and Finger-Count menus.

Preview
Expert mode &
Eyes-free selection
Fluid transition
Direct access
Gestures
Number of items

Linear
Yes
No

Marking
No
Yes

Finger-Count
Yes
Yes

No
No
Dynamic
About 8x8

Yes
No
Dynamic
About 8x8

Yes
Yes
Static
5x5=25

3 Menu Techniques
We now present the three menu techniques that we designed for distant
displays: Linear menu, Marking menu and Finger-Count menu. Their
main properties are summarized in the table 1.
3.1 Linear Menu
Users activate the menu by opening their hand, the palm in direction of
the distant display. Items are organized vertically. The root menu is
displayed on the left side while the submenu is displayed on the right
side when a category (parent item) is selected. Users control a cursor by
moving their hand “in the air”. As soon as the cursor is over a category
the corresponding submenu appears on the right side. To execute the
desired command, the user has to “grab” the corresponding item. Users
can perform this metaphorical gesture just by closing their hand when
the cursor is over the item. We choose this end gesture delimiter rather
than a delay to let the user control the system. Besides, delays are often
perceived as too fast by novice users and too slow by expert users [9].
Linear menu properties. One important feature of Linear menus
which is often underestimated is that they make it possible to
previsualize submenus [1]. Users can quickly scan the content of
submenus just by performing a vertical gesture over categories. As the
Linear menu is based on pointing, it requires visual feedback that is not
compatible with eyes-free selection.
3.2 Marking Menu
Our implementation of a Marking menu [15] is based on the MultiStroke menu [29] (Fig. 1, left): The root menu and the submenu are
superimposed to avoid that submenus will be displayed outside of the
screen [29]. Moreover, users perform two simple strokes rather than a
compound stroke to maintain a high level of accuracy [17, 29]. In
novice mode, the menu is always displayed in the center of the screen.
The cursor is automatically located in the center in the menu when the
user opens the hand with the palm in direction of the TV set. So, users
select a category in the root menu just by performing a first stroke in
direction of the corresponding item and then by “grabbing” it. The

corresponding submenu appears at the same location as the root menu
and users execute the same mechanism to select the desired item. In
expert mode, the menu does not appear and users only perform two
straight strokes.
Marking menu Properties. Marking menus have several advantages.
First, they reduce the mean distance for selecting items thanks to their
circular layout. Second, they make it possible to perform eyes-free
selection as they are not based on positioning. Third, they favor the
fluid transition from novice to expert mode as users perform the same
gestures in both modes. Moreover, gestures are easy to learn thanks to
spatial memory [2]. However, users can not preview the submenus, as
menus are superimposed [29].
3.3 Finger-Count menu
The Finger-Count menu (Fig. 1, right) is an adaptation of FingerCount shortcuts [2] from multi-touch surfaces to distant displays. The
graphical layout is similar to the Linear menu except that the
corresponding number of fingers to extend is displayed close to the
item. In novice mode, the user selects a category in the root menu by
exhibiting the corresponding number of fingers of the left hand and
then selects the desired item in the submenu in the same way but with
the right hand. The command is executed when the user closes both
hands simultaneously. Finally, in expert mode, the user performs the
same gestures except that the menu does not need to appear.
Finger-Count Properties. Finger-Count menus also have several
advantages. First, these gestures are natural: users interact with the
system like basketball referees communicate with administration for
signaling the number of the player called for foul: just by exhibiting
fingers on each hand. Second, users can scan the different categories
just by adding/removing fingers of the left hand. Third, users can
perform eyes-free selection as they do not need the visual modality to
show a given number of fingers. As for Marking menus, the technique
favors the fluid transition from novice to expert usage as users perform
the same gestures in both modes. Moreover, users have direct access to
commands: experienced users can simultaneously exhibit fingers on
both hands if they already know where the desired item is located.
Contrary to Linear or Marking menus, users do not need to perform a
dynamic gesture, a simple posture is sufficient to be recognized and

interpreted by the system. Finally, we can notice than Asian people use
the same finger-counting method than European people for digits from
1 to 5 (differences only appears for 6-10).
4 Study 1: Hand Posture for Finger-Count
The experiment is based on a “Wizard-of-Oz (WoZ)” prototype. Users
were led to believe that they interacted with a fully implemented
system, while the display was in fact controlled by a wizard in another
room, observing the user through cameras. We used this methodology
to observe and understand how users would naturally perform gestures
using a distant display.
We did not study gestures for Linear and Marking menus because 1)
pointing is quite common, 2) it is already implemented in commercial
products and 3) implementing a Wizard-of-Oz protocol for a technique
with direct feedback would be quite difficult. For these reasons, we
only focused on finger-counting gestures, where the best hand posture
is not known. The purpose of the first study was 1) to find which hand
posture users would naturally choose and prefer 2) to identify the best
position for the camera to recognize this posture and 3) to optimize our
computer vision algorithm according to the resulting perspective.
We suspected that the context of use, e.g. Interactive TV (users may
lean back in a sofa) or Public Display (users stand in front of the
device) can strongly impact how users perform gestures. Accordingly,
we decided to compare Finger-Count hand postures for these two
scenarios. Through an informal pre-study the following postures (Fig.
2) have been identified as promising and were tested during the
experiment:
• Interactive Television Scenario (sitting):
o Palm: Palm facing the display
o Back: Back of hand facing the display
o Fingertips: Fingertips towards the display.
• Public Display Scenario (standing):
o Palm: Palm facing the display
o Back: Back of hand facing the display
o Down: Arms hanging loosely, back of hand facing the display.

Fig. 2 Palm (ITV), Back (ITV), Fingertips (ITV), Palm (IPD), Back (IPD), Down (IPD).

4.1 Experimental design
The stimulus consisted in displaying two digits on the display. Once the
stimulus appeared, the participant could show the corresponding
number of fingers of each hand. Feedback occurred as soon as the
wizard recognized a valid posture.
For each scenario (ITV vs. IPD), the 3 different hand postures where
assigned to 3 different blocks which were counterbalanced between
participants with a Latin square design. We also introduced a first and
last block where participants could choose a hand posture freely. The
first block was used to observe which hand posture users would choose
naturally without instruction. The last block was used to know which
hand posture is preferred after the experiment. So in total, each
participant performed 5 blocks of 5x5=25 selections (all finger
combinations). 10 European participants (age 22-26, mean 25.3) were
recruited from a HCI lecture and assigned to the ITV/IPD conditions
randomly (5 for each condition). At the end of the experiment,
participants filled out NASA TLX questionnaires to evaluate the mental
and physical workload (100-point scale) for each technique, stated their
preferred posture, and a short semi-structured interview was conducted.
The display was a 52” display in landscape format with 1920x1080px
resolution. A camera (Microsoft Kinect) was installed directly below
the display. In the ITV condition the participant was sitting on a sofa at
a distance of 1.6m from the display (recommended viewing distance1).
In the public display condition, the user was standing at a distance of
1.6m from the display.
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4.2 Results
Intuitively preferred hand posture. In the ITV condition, all five
participants started (1st trial of the 1st block) with the palm posture. In
the IPD condition, four participants started with the palm posture, while
one participant started with the back posture. In ITV condition, for the
1st block all participants always chose the palm posture. In IPD
condition, the palm posture was chosen the most often (67 times in
total), but followed by the back posture (34 times) and mixed postures
(different postures of left and right hand, 24 times).
Preferred hand posture after experience. In the 5th block in the ITV
condition, the palm posture was chosen 53 times, followed by
fingertips posture (45 times), mixed postures (19 times) and the back
posture (8 times). In the IPD condition, the most popular posture was
the back posture (54 times), followed by the down posture (38 times),
the palm posture (19) and the mixed postures (14).
Workload. In the ITV condition, the mental workload of the back
posture was significantly higher than for the palm posture (51 vs. 41,
p<0.05). Similarly, the physical workload of the back posture was
significantly higher than for the fingertips posture (62 vs. 26, p<0.05).
In IPD condition, palm posture scored worst. The mental workload was
significantly higher than both back and down postures (26 vs. 21 vs. 20,
p<0.05). The physical and temporal workload of palm posture was
higher than down posture (45 vs. 18 and 38 vs. 16, p<0.05). Frustration
of palm posture was higher than for down posture (37 vs. 12, p<0.05).
Preference. For sitting, the fingertip posture was preferred, followed
by the back and the palm posture. For standing, the back posture was
preferred, followed by the down posture and the palm posture.
Observation. In general, we could observe four different strategies of
using Finger-Count. Mostly, people took their hands down between
trials, and opened the respecting number of fingers while lifting their
hands (for palm and back gestures). Sometimes, they first opened the
correct number of fingers and only then lifted their hands. Sometimes,
they left their hands lifted and closed all fingers between trials, and a
few participants sometimes only changed the number of fingers
between trials. In most cases, participants showed the fingers of the left
hand first. Sometimes, especially when the same number of fingers
were shown on both hands, both hands were shown synchronously.
Only one user sometimes showed his right hand first. Rarely,

participants had to correct the number of shown fingers, and in very
few cases they actively looked at their hands. While for 1, 2, 4 and 5
fingers gestures were relatively consistent, users seemed to be unsure
about which fingers to show when showing 3 fingers.
4.3 Discussion
There are two interesting observations from this study. First is, while
almost all users initially used the palm posture, this is not the most
efficient one. Second is, while for the ITV condition, the palm posture
is chosen most often, for IPD condition, the back posture is chosen
most often (after training). However, while for ITV the palm posture is
chosen most often, it is also the least preferred technique, but requires
less mental demand than e.g. the fingertip posture. While both the
fingertips and down postures required least physical demand from the
participants, they were not conducted very often. We believe that this
may be because participants prefer a certain expressivity of their
gesture towards the display. Even for the down gesture, users did
usually not let their arm hang loose as indicated in the instructions, but
rather moved their arms slightly forward towards the display. Similarly,
for the fingertips gesture, users often expressively lifted their arms from
the legs and pointed towards the display. This may be either because
users believe that their gestures are recognized better when hands are
moved towards the display, or because they feel more comfortable
when it is obvious for bystanders that their gestures are directed
towards a display.
From the results of this study, we decided our implementation should
recognize both palm and back gestures, so users could use both of
them. Even if the palm posture is not the preferred nor the most efficient,
it is chosen most often by participants both before and after training.
5 Implementation
We employed the recent and low-cost Microsoft Kinect2 sensor
which contain a depth camera providing 11 bit depth images in VGA
resolution at a rate of 30 Hz. Server and client communicate via the
2
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widespread multi-touch protocol TUIO3. Our recognition software uses
the OpenNI framework4 including the PrimeSense NITE middleware5
for hand tracking and OpenCV library6 for computer vision algorithms.
Linear and Marking menu. The hand of the user is tracked in 3D
space during the whole session. We use the point tracking capabilities
of the NITE middleware, which is initialized by a focus gesture, which
is a wave gesture in our experiment. The grabbing gesture is recognized
by analyzing the contour of the user's hand (Fig. 3). To get the contour
of the hand, we use the x,y position of the tracked hand point to
segment the hand contour from the depth image by isolating the object
that is within a depth range of 10 cm around the tracked point. We then
determine the ratio between the area of the hand contour and the area of
its convex hull. If the ratio exceeds 80%, we assume the hand is closed,
otherwise it is opened. Motion blur artifacts in the depth image may
lead to incorrectly recognized grabbing gestures if the hand is moving
too quickly. So we used a minimal grabbing time of 500 ms increasing
the overall time required for one selection but avoiding false positive
detections.
Finger-Count menu. Contrary to Linear and Marking menus counting
fingers does not require hand tracking, hence no focus gesture is
required. To count the fingers, we first isolate hands from the depth
image by using a fixed threshold of 75 cm (see Fig. 3). This means that
users must slightly extend their arms in the direction of the screen in
order to interact with the system. In order to count the fingers, the
contour of the hand is processed in the following steps (Fig. 3):
1. Approximation of the hand contour using the Douglas–Peucker
algorithm
2. Determine convex hull of the simplified contour
3. Consider all vertices of contour of step 1. that are also contained
in convex hull in 2. to be fingertips
4. Remove all vertices that hold large interior angles in the contour
from step 1. from the list of fingertips (threshold of 57.3°)
5. Remove all vertices that are in the lower 10% of the hand
contour from the list of fingertips.

3
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Fig. 3: left: depth map; middle: isolated hands; right: fingertip detection: hand contour
(black), simplified hand contour (gray), fingertips (gray circles), vertices marked with 4 or 5
were removed from the list of fingertips in the corresponding processing step

The limited resolution of the depth camera and the amount of noise
make the detection of fingertips a little bit unstable. Since false
positives and false negatives on fingertip detection may occur
randomly, we decided to apply a histogram based smoothing technique.
For each frame (every 33ms), a new value of counted fingers is written
into a 60 elements circular buffer. Then we use the buffer to identify
stable states by finding the most frequent values over the last period of
time. This filter adds a delay of 1 to 2 seconds before a new count can
be recognized depending on the amount of image noise. Future
improved depth sensors would enable faster recognition.
6 Study: Menu Techniques Comparison
The goal of this experiment was to compare the efficiency of three
menu techniques for distant displays: the classical Linear menu, the
Marking menu and the Finger-Count menu. Each menu was tested for
novice and expert behavior. For this study we decided to focus on the
ITV (i.e. sitting) condition.
6.1 Experimental design
We used a 46” full-HD LCD display in landscape orientation. The
distance between the user and the display was 1.6m. For the FingerCount condition, the distance between the Kinect and the user was 1m.
In the other conditions, the distance was 1.5m.
Task, Stimulus and User’s Behavior. The task consisted in selecting
an item in a 5x5 menu hierarchy. We used the same labels such as
“Shape” for category and “Line” for item as in [2]. The feedback is a
green/red square for correct/incorrect selection. We found interesting to
evaluate menu efficiency for two types of user’s behavior:
• Novice behavior. Users with novice behavior do not know the
exact location of items: To simulate this behavior, the stimulus
consists in showing the name of the target: users must navigate in
the hierarchy to find and select the target.
• Expert behavior. Users know where the desired command is
located and how to select it. To simulate this behavior, all
necessary information is displayed: the target category and the
target item are highlighted with a blue color to indicate the path.

Moreover, in the case of Marking menus, and Finger-Count, the
gestures to perform are displayed: 2 strokes for Marking menus
and 2 digits for Finger-Count.
Procedure and design. 12 European participants (aged 24-36, mean
28) were recruited from a subject pool with people of various
professions and computer experience. They were briefed with written
explanations. The training phase consisted in explaining how
techniques work by showing a video to participants. We also allowed
them practicing in order to be sure they understood how to use
techniques. This phase took about 5 min. For each behavior,
participants had to perform 2 blocks of 25 selections. Novice and
expert behavior were evaluated in this order, familiarity increasing with
blocks. After the experiment, participants filled out NASA TLX and
SUS (System Usability Scale) questionnaires for each menu technique,
stated their preferred technique, and a semi-structured interview was
conducted.
We used three sets of contents to avoid learning effects between
techniques. The order of techniques and sets were counterbalanced
across participants with a Latin Square design. For each block, the
order of appearance of items was randomized. The independent
variables of the study were menus and behavior. Dependent variables
were speed, accuracy, workload (NASA TLX) and usability (SUS). To
sum up, the experiment involved: 14 participants x 3 menus x 2
behaviors x 2 blocks x 25 items = 4200 selections.
6.2 Results
Accuracy. The accuracy was 94.2% for Linear, 95.3% for Marking
and 93.4% for Finger-Count (Fig. 4). There were no significant
differences in accuracy between techniques or user’s behavior.
Speed. Completion time is measured as the time from when the
stimulus appears to the time when the item is activated [1, 2, 29] (in our
case as soon as the system recognizes a "grabbing gesture"). There was
an interaction effect for menu technique and novice/expert mode
(ANOVA, F2,22=28 p<0.01) shown in Fig. 5. A post-hoc Tukey test
revealed that in novice mode, Linear (6.6s) is significantly faster than
Marking (7.2s), which is significantly faster than Finger-Count (8.5s).
In expert mode, Linear (5.4s) is still significantly faster than Marking
(5.8s) (p<0.05). The mean selection time for Finger-Count is 5.7s.
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Fig. 4. Accuracy by technique and user’s behavior (95% confidence interval indicated).
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Fig. 5. Completion time by technique and user’s behavior (95% confidence interval indicated).

Questionaires. A GLM repeated measures test on NASA TLX data
reveals no significant effects on all questions except for mental demand
(F2,22 = 4,9, p< 0.03). A post-hoc t-test reveals that Linear menu
(24.4) required significantly less mental demand than Finger-Count
menu (44.6). The mental demand of Marking menus was 28.1.
A GML repeated measures test reveals no significant effect on
usability (SUS) for techniques. Participants stated they can learn
techniques very quickly (Linear: 4.6/5; Marking: 4.3/5; FingerCount:4,2/5) and found all techniques easy to use (Linear: 4.3/5;
Marking: 3.8/5; Finger-Count:3.7/5). Finally, a Friedman test
(ChiSquare=4.77, df=2, p>0.05) reveals no significant effect on
techniques ranking. 7 Participants chose the Linear menu as their
favorite technique, 3 the Finger-Count and 2 the Marking menu.
Observations. We observed that there were great differences in the
ability of users to express Finger-Count gestures: while some users
could easily express all gestures, others had surprising difficulties for
moving their fingers. Furthermore, our recognizer required fingers to be
clearly separated while it can be bio-mechanically difficult to strongly
separate middle and ring fingers. We also observed that some users
seemed to be unsure about which fingers to show when showing 3
fingers. Finally, we observed that most of the users had difficulties to

move their hand in a 2D-plane when interacting with Linear and
Marking menu: they generally moved their hand in a hemi-spherical
area and sometimes accidently left the threshold area of the recognizer.
7 Discussion
Accuracy. Results show that free hand gestures can be accurately
performed during our experiment. Indeed, the three interaction
techniques provide an accuracy rate superior to 93%. While the Kinect
is already used for hand tracking in Xbox games, our experiment
reveals that it can also be used to count fingers with our algorithm.
Speed. All techniques are much slower than their interactive surface
pendants. Selection time for Linear menus was 5.3s compared to 2.0s in
[2], Finger-Count 5.7s (1.8s in [2]), and Marking menu 5.8s (2.4s in
[2]). There were small differences between techniques for expert users
with a small advantage for Linear menus. This result can seem
surprising as Marking and Finger-Count have been proved faster than
Linear menus [2, 7]. A more detailed analysis of the implementation of
Linear menu can partially explain this result. Contrary to common
Linear menu implementations, all submenus share the same location to
reduce the real-estate used to display the menu. So, for the third
category, the submenu is placed at mid-height of the parent item. This
improvement, which was proposed in [26], decreases the average
distance for reaching items and thus decreases the mean selection time
according to the Fitt’s law [11]. A deeper analysis also reveals that the
Marking and Finger-Count performances are underestimated. Indeed,
the Marking menu uses two grabbing gestures requiring 0.5s while the
Linear menu rneeds only one. Similarly, Finger-Count uses a filter
which causes a delay of about 1s to compensate for the noise and the
low resolution of the camera. Better camera hardware or algorithms can
improve performance of these two techniques.
Finger-Count. Several participants mentioned that Finger-Count
requires more mental demand than other techniques through the NASA
TLX questionnaire or the open discussion. However, Finger-Count
gestures did not require a high mental demand in the 1st study. One
reason may be that the task in the 1st study was easier as it did not
imply menu selection. Moreover, in the 1st study, the recognizer was
“perfect” and users never needed to make adjustments. Finally, free
hand Finger-Counting seems to require certainly more mental demand

than the original version on multi-touch surfaces. In this latter case,
users only need to touch the surface with the correct number of fingers
and it does not matter which fingers are used. Theoretically, this is also
true for free hand counting except that certain fingers must be extended
and others folded. This makes the movement more difficult than just
slightly moving the fingers to touch a surface. Due to cognitive and
bio-mechanical constraints, certain finger postures may be difficult to
perform.
Distant displays. In the context of Interactive TV, free hand gestures
cannot replace the physical remote control as tapping on buttons will
remain easier and faster. However, several users mentioned that they
would like to use free hand gestures as a complementary tool especially
for selecting “favorite actions” or “switch lamps”, for example. They
also mentioned that it is beneficial if they do not need to look for the
TV remote control or to move to reach it on the coffee table. One
participant also mentioned “only the guy with the physical remote
control can interact with the TV; with free hand interaction everyone
has the power”. As no technique is significantly preferred, we
recommend to let the choice to the user to configure the techniques that
s/he wants to use. In the context of public displays, people can walk,
making pointing or directional gestures difficult to recognize by the
system. The Finger-Count technique seems promising in this context as
it is only based on posture and thus compatible with passing-by
interaction. However, the high mental demand mentioned by
participants is not compatible with immediate usability. So, we
recommend to use Linear menus on public displays for novices users
but to let the possibility for expert users to perform finger-count
gestures as these two techniques are compatible.
4 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented and evaluated three menu techniques for
interacting with distant displays using depth cameras: Linear, Marking,
and Finger-Count menu. In a first study, we compared different hand
postures for Finger-Count. While for an ITV scenario, palm posture
seems suitable and intuitive, for a public display scenario back posture
seems much better suited. In a second study, we compared Linear,
Marking and Finger-Count menus. While all three techniques achieve

satisfactory accuracy, they seem to be much slower than their multitouch counterparts or remote controls. There are relatively little
differences between the techniques, with Linear menus being slightly
faster than Marking menus being faster than Finger-Count in novice
mode, while Finger-Count lies between Linear and Marking menus in
expert mode. We believe that free hand menu techniques can be a
valuable complement to touch and remote controls, and it may be best
to leave users a choice for their individually preferred technique.
For future work, it would be important to decrease the delay introduced
by our filtering techniques. This could mainly be achieved by using a
depth camera with higher resolution and less noise, and improved
recognition algorithms. Further, we have evaluated menu selection in
an interactive TV scenario, such that evaluation in an (outdoor) public
display scenario would be a next step. Finally, we would like to deeper
investigate the impact of age (elderly people or children) on the
acceptation of these techniques.
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